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1School of Applied and Engineering Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New YorkABSTRACT The increasing awareness of RNA’s central role in biology calls for a new understanding of how RNAs, like pro-
teins, recognize biological partners. Because RNA is inherently flexible, it assumes a variety of conformations. This conforma-
tional flexibility can be a critical aspect of how RNA attracts and binds molecular partners. Structurally, RNA consists of rigid
basepaired duplexes, separated by flexible non-basepaired regions. Here, using an RNA system consisting of two short helices,
connected by a single-stranded (non-basepaired) junction, we explore the role of helix length and junction sequence in deter-
mining the range of conformations available to a model RNA. Single-molecule Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer reports on
the RNA conformation as a function of either mono- or divalent ion concentration. Electrostatic repulsion between helices dom-
inates at low salt concentration, whereas junction sequence effects determine the conformations at high salt concentration. Near
physiological salt concentrations, RNA conformation is sensitive to both helix length and junction sequence, suggesting a means
for sensitively tuning RNA conformations.INTRODUCTIONRecognition of RNAs expanding biological roles demands
an understanding of its interactions with partner molecules.
To date, most knowledge of how macromolecules recognize
partners is derived from studies of proteins. Two alternative
mechanisms have emerged (1). In the induced fit model,
the ligand alters the conformation of its macromolecular
binding partner. At the other extreme, the conformational
capture model requires that the unbound macromolecule
fluctuate through various conformations. The ligand binds
only when the macromolecule fluctuates through the correct
structure. For protein systems the conformational capture
mechanism effectively describes several important classes
of ligand binding (1,2). Similar questions are now being
asked about mechanisms for RNA-ligand binding. In partic-
ular, a number of recent works suggest that the conforma-
tional capture mechanism is exploited in the initial
recognition of ligands by riboswitches (3–7). Although a
combination of both induced fit and conformational capture
is often required to describe full molecular recognition path-
ways, understanding the conformational capture mecha-
nism, in particular, is crucial for gaining insight into the
early stages of RNA-ligand binding.
Because double-stranded RNA is relatively rigid, the flex-
ibility required for conformational fluctuations arises from
non-basepaired regions in the structure (8). For example,
unpaired junctions lacking stable structures can serve as
flexible hinges that bring together two sides of a tertiary
contact (9,10). In other cases, the dynamics of single-
stranded chains can drive conformational switching, suchSubmitted July 17, 2015, and accepted for publication October 27, 2015.
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further explore the factors that support conformational fluc-
tuations in RNA, it is critical to understand the link between
sequence, structure, and the equilibrium conformational
fluctuations of RNA. However, few traditional experiments
can probe these flexible states, and molecular dynamics sim-
ulations, which can assist in modeling dynamic regions, are
limited in accuracy (12).
A major goal of this work is to begin to understand the
connection between RNA structural motifs such as duplexes,
the nucleotide sequence of non-basepaired regions, and the
range of conformations throughwhich an RNA can fluctuate.
To explore these effects we employ a model RNA construct
consisting of two RNA helices connected by a single-
stranded RNA linker that serves as a junction, representing
a model helix-junction-helix (HJH) construct (13).
Before discussing the behavior of the HJH constructs,
it is first useful to briefly review the response of each
independent motif, helix, or strand, to changing ionic con-
ditions. The negative charge associated with the sugar-
phosphate backbone is an important factor for determining
any RNA structure. In salt-containing solutions, positively
charged counterions are attracted to the RNA and reduce
the overall electrostatic potential. Studies of isolated, short
duplexes clearly illustrate ion valence and concentration-
dependent changes in RNA’s ion atmosphere (14–16),
which, in turn mediate the repulsion between RNA ele-
ments (14,17). These latter interactions depend on helix
length because end effects alter the potential around du-
plexes (18,19), on length scales on the order of 5 bp (20).
Although most past studies focused on longer duplexes,
e.g., 25 bp, end effects may also be important because
the duplexes found in functional, biologically relevanthttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.10.039
FIGURE 1 Model RNA constructs consist of three strands annealed
together to form two helices connected by a single-stranded junction. Indi-
vidual helices are 12 or 24 bp in length and the junction consists of 5 nt of
either poly(U) or poly(A). Fluorescent label sites are illustrated by green
(donor) and red (acceptor) stars. To see this figure in color, go online.
Tuning RNA Flexibility 2645RNAs tend to be short (only ~4 bp (21–23)). Single-
stranded RNA (or DNA) is also affected by ions through
charge screening. Intrastrand repulsion is reduced as cation
concentrations are increased, effectively rendering the
molecule more flexible (24–26). Base stacking also
strongly influences the behavior of single-stranded regions.
For example, stacking interactions present in poly(A), but
not poly(U), make it more rigid at a given salt concentra-
tion (26–28). Often, electrostatic effects and stacking
cannot be separated: ions can affect single-strand flexibility
by decreasing electrostatic repulsion or by stabilizing
base-stacking interactions. Finally, the specific association
of ions may alter single-strand conformation, for example
Mg2þ ions can bind directly to poly(A) (29,30), stabilizing
its helical conformation. The growing interest in ion-depen-
dent conformations of single-stranded RNA is underscored
by numerous studies measuring the effects of ions on ho-
mopolymers (26,28–30).
Here, we examine the role of both duplex length and junc-
tion sequence in determining the overall conformations of
the HJH construct. Single-molecule Fo¨rster resonance en-
ergy transfer (smFRET) studies of double-labeled, freely
diffusing RNAs sensitively report ion-dependent conforma-
tional changes. By examining the changing conformations
of these simple HJH motifs as a function of increasing
salt, and comparing these changes with known responses
of the elements in isolation, we gain insight into the rich be-
haviors that arise from their unique combinations. At low
salt, we find that RNA conformation is sensitive to neither
helix length nor junction sequence, although at high salt it
depends only on junction sequence. In solutions containing
near physiological salt concentrations, however, we find an
unexpected decrease in the efficiency of energy transfer for
our RNA constructs, which depends on both junction
sequence and helix length. We propose a model consistent
with the observed trends. Our results suggest that tradeoffs
between helix length and junction sequence provide a way
to tune the unfolded state conformations of RNA, critical
for any process that relies on conformational fluctuations.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sequence design
RNA constructs consist of three strands annealed together to form two du-
plexes connected by a 5-nucleotide single-stranded linker (Fig. 1). The full
construct forms a helix-junction-helix type structure (HJH). Varying helix
length to be either 12 or 24 bp and junction sequence to be either poly(U)5
or poly(A)5 provides four distinct RNA constructs. The DINAMelt web
server (31) was used to ensure that unwanted hairpin and dimer formation
was less favorable than the desired duplex assembly. To provide structural
information, we measure FRET between two fluorophores incorporated into
the RNA. Sites for fluorescent labels were selected to be 8 bp away from the
junction region to keep EFRET values in the linear regime for the particular
dye pair in use. Although slight differences exist between the simulated
accessible volume of the dyes for 12 and 24 bp helix lengths, differences
in the measurements do not appear to be significant (discussed in moredetail in the Supporting Material and depicted in Fig. S1); therefore,
choosing sites to be a fixed distance from the junction region distinguishes
effects caused by the label’s environment from effects caused by extending
the helices. We chose the Alexa Fluor – Cy5 FRET pair because previous
studies using this pair attached internally to RNA duplexes validated the
assumption that the dyes are freely rotating (32). Finally, label sites were
chosen so that incomplete annealing or the presence of unlabeled strands
results in either zero FRETor no observable signal. Refer to the Supporting
Material for details about duplex sequence and label sites.Sample preparation
RNA molecules were purchased desalted and high-performance liquid
chromatography purified from IDT (Coralville, IA). An internal amino-
C6-dT nucleobase was included in the RNA sequence at the desired label-
ing site. Modified RNA strands were reconstituted in 100 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 8.3). Fluorescent dyes were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide
and promptly mixed with the appropriate RNA strand in a 10:1 dye/RNA
molar ratio (Alexa Fluor 488 TFP (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY)
was used as donor and Cy5 NHS ester (GE Healthcare) as the acceptor).
This mixture was left overnight on a rocker at 4C. The third unmodified
strand was reconstituted in 50 mM potassium 3-(N-morpholino)propanesul-
fonic acid (K-MOPS) buffer containing 900 mM KCl and 0.1 mM EDTA.
RNA strands were mixed together in a 1:1.5:2 ratio of donor/unlabeled/
acceptor strand, annealed at 95C for 2 min and then cooled slowly in a
water bath for 40 min. Samples were run on a Micro Bio-Spin 6 chromatog-
raphy column (BioRAD, Hercules, CA) to separate RNA from unreacted
dye. RNA samples were concentrated to 5–10 mM, and then divided into
aliquots and stored at 20C.
On the day of each experiment, one aliquot was thawed and diluted by
150 in buffer containing 100 mM KCl, 50 mM K-MOPS, pH 7, and 20
mMEDTA. For constructs with a poly(A) junction, the sample was annealed
at 90C for 2 min, and then slowly cooled to room temperature over 50 min.
For poly(U) junctions, the annealing had no effect on measurementBiophysical Journal 109(12) 2644–2653
2646 Sutton and Pollackoutcomes. This daily stock sample was diluted 1000-fold into the desired
buffer for each smFRET measurement. Measurement buffers consisted of
50 mM K-MOPS, pH 7, 20 mM EDTA, and the desired amount of added
KCl, or MgCl2. Values of ion concentrations quoted in this work do not
include the additional 24 mM Kþ ions contributed from the buffer, unless
stated otherwise.FIGURE 2 Helix length comparison of EFRET for poly(U) junction con-
structs in KCl. To see this figure in color, go online.Single-molecule FRET
Single-molecule measurements on freely diffusing RNAwere performed on
a house-built microscopewith confocal detection. Fluorescent samples were
loaded into a chambered coverglass and illuminated with a 488 nm laser
through a 60 1.2 NA objective. The fluorescence emission was collected
through the same objective and split into donor and acceptor channels using
a 550 nm longpass dichroic. The donor channel contained an additional 530/
30 bandpass emission filter, whereas the acceptor channel contained a 630
longpass emission filter. Two 50 nm optical fibers provided confocal detec-
tion and photonswere detected by two avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQR-
14, Perkin Elmer, Santa Clara, CA). Data were acquired using a Flex-2kD
correlator card (Correlator.com) in photon counting mode for which photon
arrival times were sampled in 25 ns intervals, and then processed further us-
ing house-writtenMATLAB(TheMathWorks,Natick,MA) scripts. For each
salt concentration, single-molecule data were collected for 30 min. At least
two independent measurements were taken to estimate the variance in the
measurement. The raw photon counts were converted into the number of
photons measured per 1 ms in the donor and acceptor channels, and only
events above a threshold on total intensity of 20 counts/ms. The efficiency
of energy transfer (EFRET) was calculated as the background-subtracted ratio
of the acceptor intensity to the total intensity. A histogram of EFRET values
was fitted to three gaussians, the middle of which represents the signal of in-
terest (Figs. S2–S9 show typical histograms collected over 30 min for each
salt concentration and RNA construct). The lowEFRET peak represents either
donor-only constructs or ones with an inactive acceptor. A small population
with high EFRET (~0.8–0.9) was also observed, but the salt dependence was
minimal. Therefore, in this workwe focus on themid-FRET peak, which has
a strong salt dependence.RESULTS
Effect of helix length
We first investigated the effects of RNA helix length on the
conformation of our HJH construct. The short double helices
we employ can be considered rigid due to the long persis-
tence length of duplex RNA (~250 bp (33,34)); however,
as a result of end effects their electrostatic properties may
vary with helix length (18). To examine the impact of helix
length on RNA conformation, we use smFRET to compare
RNA constructs in which a poly(U)5 junction is flanked by
either 12 or 24 bp helices. This junction sequence represents
the simplest case for these studies because base-stacking in-
teractions are absent in poly(U). For both 12 and 24 bp helix
constructs, the donor and acceptor dyes were attached 8 bp
away from the junction region, one on each flanking helix
(Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows the EFRET of attached dyes in each of
these constructs, measured as a function of KCl in solution.
Unexpectedly, the EFRET is nonmonotonic with [KCl], in
contrast to the monotonic changes observed for isolated
poly(U)40 reported in (26). In addition, the convergence of
the two curves at both low and high salt suggests no depen-
dence on helix length in these regimes. The impact of helixBiophysical Journal 109(12) 2644–2653length on RNA conformation emerges at intermediate salt
concentrations, between 30 and 100 mM monovalent
(KCl) concentrations, as the EFRET trends from increasing
to decreasing. The reversal in EFRET occurs at lower salt
when the construct contains longer 24 bp helices as opposed
to 12 bp helices. Although end-fraying may be a concern for
such short duplexes, we expect this effect to be more pro-
nounced for the 12 bp construct, where the dye is much
closer to the blunt end (fraying at the end closest to the junc-
tion is less likely due to the stabilizing effect of the linker
(35)). The agreement between the EFRET values for both con-
structs, at the extremes of salt, suggests that fraying does not
contribute substantially to the measured effects.Effect of junction sequence
Next, we investigated the sequence dependence of RNA
flexibility in solutions containing KCl. The change from a
poly(U) junction to poly(A) introduces the possibility of
base-stacking interactions (27,36). To investigate the effects
of base stacking on RNA conformation, we measured the
KCl dependence of EFRETon RNA constructs with a poly(A)
junction and compared results with data shown in Fig. 2 for
poly(U). Fig. 3, a and b, respectively show results for the 12
and 24 bp helix lengths. Note that the poly(U) data are
repeated from Fig. 2 for ease of comparison. Again, we
observe the striking nonmonotonic behavior for the poly(A)
junctions that is present in the poly(U) data; however, the
new junction sequence alters the EFRET in several ways.
At low salt the EFRET values are equivalent for a given helix
length, suggesting that junction sequence has little effect
when salt concentrations are low (<10–30 mM KCl). At in-
termediate salt concentrations, the turnover in EFRET of the
poly(A) junction construct is shifted to lower salt when
compared to the construct containing the poly(U) junction.
Finally, at even higher salt (>200 mM KCl), the EFRET
FIGURE 3 Junction sequence comparison in KCl for (a) 12 bp and (b) 24 bp helix lengths. To see this figure in color, go online.
Tuning RNA Flexibility 2647once again increases, however the EFRET for the poly(A)
construct is always lower than for the poly(U) construct.
Except for the values at high salt, the poly(A) constructs
exhibit similar trends to those seen with the poly(U) linker:
helix length effects manifest at intermediate salt concentra-
tions, in this case between 20 and 100 mM KCl (Fig. S10
shows the poly(A) helix length comparison).Effects of MgCl2
Mg2þ ions stabilize RNA tertiary structure and are essential
for RNA functions such as ribozyme catalysis (37). To inves-
tigate the effect ofMg2þ ions onRNAstructure,wemeasured
HJH conformations as a function of increasing [MgCl2] for
all four of our RNA constructs: 12 or 24 bp helices and
poly(U) or poly(A) junctions. The only monovalent ions pre-
sent here are the ~24 mM Kþ present in the buffer. With
poly(U) junctions, the effects of MgCl2 echo those in KCl
(Fig. 4 a), but are shifted to lower salt concentration: at low
salt, the EFRET of both 12 and 24 bp constructs start at theFIGURE 4 Helix length comparison of EFRET in MgCl2 for (a) poly(same values, undergo a decrease at 0.5–1mMMgCl2, and in-
crease again at higher [MgCl2]. At high salt the EFRET values
appear independent of helix length. Furthermore, although
the differences are less pronounced in MgCl2 than in KCl,
the decrease in EFRET occurs at slightly lower [MgCl2] for
the longer helix than for the shorter helix. Helix length effects
disappear above 2 mM MgCl2.
In the poly(A) constructs, EFRET begins to decrease at the
lowest MgCl2 concentrations measured (~0.2 mM, Fig. 4 b),
following the trend observed in KCl that the reversal in
EFRET occurs at lower salt for the poly(A) linker than for
the poly(U). Helix length effects manifest differently for
poly(A) in MgCl2 in that they occur over a larger range
(0.1–10 mM MgCl2). Above 10 mM MgCl2, however, these
length effects disappear.Results summary
SmFRET data were acquired for four different RNA con-
structs in buffered solutions containing either Kþ or Mg2þU) and (b) poly(A) junctions. To see this figure in color, go online.
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eral trends are most clearly identified in the monovalent ion
series. At low [KCl], the EFRET value is independent of both
helix length and junction sequence for all constructs studied.
As [KCl] increases, EFRET displays nonmonotonic behavior.
Finally at higher [KCl], the increasing EFRET is independent
of helix length, but does depend on junction sequence.
Similar trends are observed as a function of increasing
[MgCl2].
To facilitate comparison between different constructs, we
introduced Ccr, the critical salt concentration where the first
reversal in EFRET is observed (or the salt concentration where
EFRET reaches its local maximum.) We postulate in the
following section that this abrupt reversal in EFRET reflects
the initiation of a transition where the molecules reorient to
adopt a different conformational state, hence Ccr provides a
metric for comparison across conditions. Fig. 5 illustrates
the effect of both junction sequence and helix length on this
conformational rearrangement and motivates the following
key observations. First, Ccr can be reduced by either
increasing helix length or by introducing base stacking to
the junction (changing it from poly(U) to poly(A)). In mono-
valent salt solutions, these effects appear to be of comparable
scale. Second,we observe that helix length effects for poly(U)
are similar but less pronounced inMgCl2 than inKCl. Finally,
poly(A) constructs in MgCl2 have indistinguishable Ccr,
possibly because salt concentrations below 0.1 mM MgCl2
were not measured. With the concept of Ccr, we organize
the RNA constructs in terms of their propensity to initiate
this transition. In KCl we have 24A<12A~24U<12U. The
order is similar in MgCl2, except that the sequence effects
are more pronounced giving 24A~12A<24U<12U.DISCUSSION
Salt concentration-dependent behavior of
isolated RNA elements
All of the RNA constructs used in this study contain two
structural elements: helices and single strands. Our hypoth-
esis is that each element contributes in a distinct way toFIGURE 5 Summary of the critical salt concentration (Ccr) dependence
on helix length and junction sequence in (a) KCl and (b) MgCl2. To see
this figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 109(12) 2644–2653overall RNA conformation, tuning the behavior of the sys-
tem. Before we discuss the implications of our results
from the combined system, it is important to review the ef-
fects of salt concentration on each individual component.
We therefore start by expanding on the introduction and dis-
cussing the salt dependence of isolated helix repulsion and
on the sequence dependence of RNA homopolymers.
Interactions between isolated short helices
The interaction potential between particles in solution can be
described by the second virial coefficient (A2). When A2¼ 0,
the particles are noninteracting, A2> 0 represents repulsion,
and A2 < 0 denotes an attraction. The salt dependence of A2
was reported previously for isolated RNA helices (14,17),
showing that repulsion between isolated helices in solution
decreases with increasing salt concentration. A2 for 25 bp
RNA helices drops to zero at ~150 mM KCl, after which
increasing salt concentration leads to attraction in the form
of end-to-end stacking (17). End-to-end stacking of two sepa-
rate RNA molecules is not a concern in the dilute solutions
used in this study, and the likelihood of tethered helices stack-
ing within one molecule is low (discussed in the Supporting
Material). Nevertheless, the 150 mM threshold represents a
useful cutoff and describes where repulsion no longer domi-
nates interhelical interactions for long RNA helices.
Interhelical interactions are also affected by helix length
via end effects (19). These effects are particularly relevant
because nature uses short helices in functional RNAs
(21–23). Modeling DNA as a uniformly charged cylinder,
Allison (20) showed that potentials along the cylinder’s
surface are reduced for short helices but the differences be-
tween helix lengths become less significant as the salt con-
centration is increased. Simulations of ion distributions
around DNA helices show that helix length effects emerge
at a length <24 bp (38).
To verify whether similar end effects exist for RNA
helices we used the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver
(APBS) (39) to simulate electrostatic potentials around
isolated RNA helices of 12 and 24 bp in length (see the
Supporting Material for details, and results in Fig. S11).
Although the nonlinear Poisson Boltzmann equation has
certain caveats when applied to nucleic acids (i.e., it under-
estimates the number of ions close to the surface (40)), we
simply use it to gain insight into the electrostatics of end ef-
fects. Furthermore, we focus on monovalent salt conditions
because predictions using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
are believed to be more accurate for monovalent than diva-
lent ions (16). These simulations show similar end effects in
RNA as were observed for DNA: the potential of 12 bp RNA
helices is smaller in magnitude than that of 24 bp helices,
and end effects become less pronounced with increasing
salt concentration. In addition, the simulations suggest that
these differences arise from a reduction in radial rather
than axial potential. The potential along the helical axis is
essentially unaffected by helix length (Fig. S12).
Tuning RNA Flexibility 2649Unpaired single strands
Past work on poly(U) homopolymers suggests that it follows
random coil behavior, and molecular flexibility increases
with salt (26,28). In contrast, (27,41,42) show the propensity
of adjacent nucleotides of poly(A) to stack, causing it to
form short-range helical structures. The stacking propensity
of poly(A) may also be influenced by the salt concentration
(43). The stark differences between conformations of
poly(A) and poly(U) homopolymers discussed in the Intro-
duction suggest that the junction sequence will profoundly
affect the overall conformation of the RNA construct.Unique behavior emerges as structural elements
are combined in monovalent salt
When we combine RNA structural elements using our HJH
construct, the unexpected behavior shown in Figs. 2 and 3
emerges. To interpret, we divide the data into three experi-
mentally distinct regimes: low salt (increasing EFRET),
mid-salt (decreasing EFRET), and high salt (increasing
EFRET). The boundaries between these regimes depend in
a nontrivial way on the construct. Because these regions
are most distinctly separated in solutions containing KCl,
we will focus the first part of the discussion on the monova-
lent ion dependence of HJH conformations. We propose a
model that is consistent with our observations, and suggests
how a unique combination of helix length, junction
sequence, and ion identity can affect RNA conformation.
Individual structural elements dominate at limiting [KCl]
We begin by examining the limiting cases of low and high
[KCl], respectively. At low salt (<10–20 mM KCl) neither
junction sequence nor helix length affects the EFRET values
(Figs. 2, 3, and S10). In this regime, helix repulsion is sig-
nificant, and the overall electrostatic potential is minimized
in a conformation in which the two helices are pushed as far
from each other as possible. Despite any potential end ef-
fects, the strength of the helix repulsion is so high that the
junction is fully stretched, limiting the available helix con-
formations to the same subset of states independent of helix
length or junction sequence.
Next, we describe the high salt limiting case. Above
150 mM KCl, EFRET is independent of helix length
(Figs. 2 and S10). This observation is not surprising because
end effects diminish at high salt ((20) and Fig. S12) thus
local electrostatic potentials near the junction region should
not depend on helix length. Additionally, in light of past
measurements of A2, which show that interhelical repulsion
is insignificant above 150 mM KCl, albeit for longer helices
(17), therefore we expect helix repulsion itself to be negli-
gible at high salt concentrations.
In this regime, the data show the dramatic impact of
junction sequence on EFRET (Fig. 3). Most obviously, the
poly(A) containing constructs are always more extended(lower EFRET) than those containing poly(U). To compare
the salt dependence of EFRET for the poly(U) junction with
that previously measured for (isolated) single-stranded
poly(U)40 (26), we approximate the data as linear with the
logarithm of salt concentration. The comparison confirms
that junction conformation dominates in the high salt
regime. These two data sets display the same power law
dependence of EFRET on [salt] (Fig. S13), confirming that
the salt-dependent EFRET changes at high salt, where helix
repulsion is negligible, are caused by the ion-dependent
changes in the persistence length of poly(U) (26).
We cannot make the same comparison for poly(A) junc-
tions because we do not have corresponding FRET results
as we did in the case for poly(U). However, our data show
that the fluorescent dyes are always closer together for the
poly(U) constructs than for the poly(A) constructs at high
salt, consistent with an increase in poly(A) base stacking
with salt concentration (43), which drives the flanking heli-
ces toward coaxial conformations. In contrast the flexible
poly(U) linker allows the flanking helices (and associated
fluorophores) to approach one another more closely. Thus,
our data are consistent with a picture where the junction
sequence determines the RNA conformation at high salt.Decreasing EFRET at physiological monovalent
concentrations explained by flip in relative helix orientation
At low salt, we have shown that helix repulsion dominates
RNA conformation; although at high salt, junction sequence
dominates. Next, we address the biologically important,
mid-salt regime, which includes physiological monovalent
concentrations (~100 mM (44)). Helix repulsion will be
reduced relative to the low salt case, and junction dynamics
may become visible, allowing helices to explore more
conformational space and making end effects more preva-
lent. Therefore, this regime is characterized by the interplay
between all three contributing structural factors: helix repul-
sion, end effects, and junction dynamics.
In this regime, we observe a striking decrease in EFRET,
which, assuming freely rotating dyes (see Supporting Mate-
rial for a discussion of this assumption), indicates that the
dyes are moving farther apart. We propose a model in which
the decrease in EFRET results from two types of interchang-
ing helix conformations, one with a larger EFRET. The pop-
ulation of conformations with higher EFRET are not favored
at low salt, and only become accessible as salt is increased
above Ccr. Because EFRET histograms show a shifting peak
position rather than two separate peaks, these populations
must be rapidly interchanging on a timescale faster than
the measurement time (45). One potential scenario is that
helices can flip from a subset of skewed to parallel confor-
mations at Ccr (Fig. 6). This flip causes the average distance
between dyes to increase. A complete picture of how salt
may affect the combined HJH RNA is described in the
caption for Fig. 6.Biophysical Journal 109(12) 2644–2653
FIGURE 6 Schematic of proposed model
describing mid-salt decrease in EFRET. In this pic-
ture, colored stars represent dye labels and shaded
gray areas represent the boundary where electro-
static potential of individual helices drops to a finite
cutoff. (a) At low [KCl], helix repulsion is high
(large overlap between shaded areas). Conse-
quently, the junction is extended to its maximum.
Helices are fixed in skewed conformations due to
the off-center attachment of the single-stranded
RNA linker. (b) As salt is increased toCcr, repulsion
is reduced enough for junction dynamics to let the
helices flip between skewed and parallel conforma-
tions. The non-right-angled nature of the RNA helix
cross sectionmay cause these two distinct subsets of
helix orientations. The parallel conformations have
dyes farther apart and thus a lower EFRET than the
skewed conformations. (c) Increasing salt even
further screens helix repulsion completely and junc-
tion dynamics alone determine RNA conformation.
To see this figure in color, go online.
2650 Sutton and PollackOur proposed model relies on the assumption that skewed
helix orientations are preferred at low salt. Such asymmetric
conformations are not unprecedented. In previous work on
DNA helices tethered by an uncharged synthetic linker,
the off-center attachment points of the linker cause equilib-
rium distributions of helix orientation to fluctuate around a
conformation where the interhelical angle is ~150 (46). We
expect our RNA constructs to exhibit a similar angular bias
because the attachment of the RNA single-stranded junction
is also offset from the helical axis. Although the DNA helix
can be modeled as a right-angle cylinder (its bases are tilted
by only 6), the cross section of the RNA helix is more
trapezoidal (its bases are tilted by 16–19 (47), illustrated
in Fig. 6). This tilt of the RNA bases may cause the discrete
transition observed at intermediate salt concentrations
(Fig. 6 b), rather than the continuous one observed for teth-
ered DNA helices (46). Verification is needed to confirm
whether skewed conformations are favored at low salt,
and whether a free-energy barrier exists between skewed
and parallel states. However, a detailed analysis of the ener-
getics of our RNA constructs is beyond the scope of this
work.Proposed model is consistent with dependence
of EFRET on junction sequence, helix length,
and MgCl2
The proposed model can explain the observed trends in
EFRET as both junction sequence and helix length are varied:
Ccr is reduced for poly(A) relative to poly(U) and for 24 vs.
12 bp helices. Sequence dependence is straightforward:
stacking of adjacent poly(A) nucleotides drives the junction
toward a helical conformation. Because stacking favors
parallel helix conformations, less salt is required to flip
the helices out of the skewed conformation, explaining the
reduced Ccr for poly(A) constructs relative to poly(U).Biophysical Journal 109(12) 2644–2653APBS simulations show that end effects alter the radial
electrostatic potential of a helix, whereas the axial potentials
are relatively unchanged (Fig. S12). If helices are skewed at
low salt, they will interact with one another along their
radial directions (i.e., refer to Fig. 6 a). Longer helices
have a larger radial potential, so the skewed conformation
will be slightly disfavored compared to the shorter helices.
Thus, as salt concentration is increased and overall repulsion
is reduced, the longer helices will prefer to flip earlier
to maximize the distance between the long sides of either
helix, causing a reduction in Ccr.
Mg2þ ions affect RNA flexibility in at least two ways.
First, at a given salt concentration, they screen RNA’s nega-
tively charged backbone more efficiently than do monova-
lent ions. Second, they stabilize poly(A) stacking. All the
same trends observed for poly(U) in KCl are also detected
in MgCl2. Not surprisingly, much less Mg
2þ is required
than Kþ to initiate the transition from skewed to flipped,
consistent with many previous observations showing greater
effectiveness for charge screening of Mg2þ. On the contrary,
for poly(A), Ccr is indistinguishable for both helix lengths.
This result is consistent with the high sensitivity of poly(A)
base stacking to Mg2þ ions. Because stacking is strongly
preferred in the presence of Mg2þ, helices are driven
to the parallel conformation, regardless of end effects.
In fact, the measured EFRET of poly(A) constructs agree
remarkably well with the simulated EFRET computed from
a model where a fully A-form junction connects two
24 bp helices (see Supporting Material).Helix length and junction sequence can bias
conformations of unfolded RNA
In the conformational capture picture of riboswitch ligand
binding, the distribution of conformations in the unfolded
state determines the function of the RNA molecule.
Tuning RNA Flexibility 2651Environmental factors that shift the distribution toward its
ligand-bound state will increase binding rates, whereas fac-
tors that shift the distribution toward an unbound state will
reduce the likelihood of binding. For example, recent
work has shown that Mg2þ stabilizes a pseudoknot-like
structure in the SAM-II riboswitch, favoring SAM binding
(4). Furthermore, the A-rich tail of the class I prequeuosine
riboswitch exhibits a dynamic helical structure in solution
that the authors propose increases the efficiency of ligand
binding with respect to a disordered structure (48). Preorga-
nization of binding partners is not unique to RNA. Evidence
from smFRET measurements suggests that NaCl facilitates
DNA duplex formation in solution by favoring preformed
helical structures of single strands, which can then form a
duplex through a docking type interaction (49,50). In gen-
eral, this type of preorganization may be critical in tipping
the free-energy balance between bound and unbound states
of RNA. In this work, we report that helix length and junc-
tion sequence affect the available conformations of a model
unfolded RNA. We can bias the conformations of RNA
(decreasing Ccr) by either decreasing the helix length or
by mutating the junction residues from U to A. We propose
that these two factors can be exploited to preorganize the
structures of unfolded RNA and may be used to influence
the interactions between RNA and its binding partners.
For example, structural elements of riboswitches may
contribute to biasing their conformations toward either
ligand bound or unbound states.
It is interesting to note that the average duplex length in
long RNAs is only ~4 bp (21–23), highlighting the impor-
tance of short duplexes in biology. We see differences arise
between the 12 and 24 bp duplexes at just below physiolog-
ical monovalent concentrations (20–100 mM KCl). Because
decreasing helix length pushes the EFRET transition to higher
salt, we might expect that differences between lengths
of even shorter helices would be further propelled toward
physiologically relevant salt conditions.
Although the biological importance of single-stranded
RNA linkers is clearly important (51–53), double-stranded
junctions are pervasive (54–56). Changing the topology of
the junction can dramatically alter the available conforma-
tions of the RNA (55–58). We anticipate that our observa-
tion that RNA conformation is influenced by the length of
its helices and the sequence of its junctions would be gener-
ally true for all junctions, single or double stranded. The
studies of single-stranded junctions described here provide
a first step in understanding the underlying behavior of
junctions in RNA. Future experiments will continue to
explore the link between topology and RNA junction
structure.CONCLUSIONS
Here, we described the use of smFRET to compare the salt
dependence of RNA conformations with two different helixlengths and junction sequences. These measurements show
that different structural elements determine the conforma-
tions at extreme monovalent salt concentrations: helix
repulsion dominates at low salt, whereas junction sequence
dominates at high salt. At intermediate, near physiological
concentrations, both the junction sequence and the length
of the helices determine available RNA conformations. In
the presence of Mg2þ ions, the critical salt concentration
dividing low and high salt regions is ~100 times lower
than in the presence of Kþ ions, and the increased sensitivity
of base stacking in poly(A) causes a dramatic sequence
dependence. The influence of helix length and junction
sequence on RNA conformation at near physiological salt
concentrations suggests a biologically relevant mechanism
for tuning the available conformations of unfolded RNA.
In light of the conformational capture mechanism, helix
length and junction sequence may both be important factors
in directing interactions between RNA and its binding
partners.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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